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Introduction
With industry conversations around Web3 gaining momentum, 451 Research took a deep dive into 
cryptocurrency as part of its VoCUL: Connected Customer, Disruptive Technologies 2022 survey. The 
survey was fielded among more than 1,600 US respondents in Q1 2022. This report distills our key 
findings and takeaways on the current state of consumer cryptocurrency adoption and sentiment.

The Take
Cryptocurrency has been heralded as the future of money and a replacement for our global financial 
system. While those remain future possibilities, consumer cryptocurrency adoption today remains 
modest, and most users are treating it far more like an asset than a method of payment. As with 
many new technologies, ease-of-use and education issues rank as the top barriers inhibiting more 
widespread adoption. Enhancing usability of cryptocurrency wallets and exchanges and broadening 
consumer understanding of how cryptocurrencies work are germane to expanding the market 
opportunity. While often associated with being an existential threat to traditional financial 
institutions and payment providers, we currently view cryptocurrency as presenting more 
opportunities than challenges. Leveraging debit cards to draw on cryptocurrency balances for 
purchases and enabling the exchange of cashback reward points for various cryptocurrencies are 
prime examples of near-term market opportunities.

Cryptocurrency adoption and drivers
It's still early days for consumer cryptocurrency adoption in the US, with uptake varying widely by 
demographic. Overall, 20% of respondents indicated that they have either bought, traded or 
received cryptocurrencies. The most robust adoption was seen with Gen Z (33%) and Millennials 
(35%), trailing off into the single digits for Baby Boomers and The Greatest Generation.

https://clients.451research.com/reports/200187
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Our survey indicated that Gen Z and Millennials exhibit the greatest openness to new technology 
adoption and demonstrate the highest utilization of digital technologies – factors that we believe 
underscore their higher propensity to gravitate toward cryptocurrencies. The fact that Bitcoin was 
created amid the 'Great Recession' – a period that has profoundly shaped the views that many 
younger consumers have on their finances, institutions, and society at large – should not be lost on 
market stakeholders, either. Notable differences in cryptocurrency adoption were seen across a 
variety of other demographics, including gender (28% male vs. 12% female), residence (31% urban 
vs. 15% rural and suburban, respectively), and annual household income (18% <$100,000 vs. 27% 
>$100,000).

Figure 1: Cryptocurrency Activity Skews Toward Younger Generations

Source: 451 Research's Voice of the Connected User Landscape: Connected Customer, Disruptive Technologies 
Q1 2022
Q. Have you ever bought, traded or received any cryptocurrencies (e.g., Bitcoin, Dogecoin)?
Base: All respondents (n=1,670)
Note: Respondents that answered “Yes” displayed

When exploring the specific activities that cryptocurrency participants have engaged in, the message 
is clear: While most have bought cryptocurrencies (64%), a much smaller percentage are selling 
them (33%), and an even smaller percentage are using cryptocurrency as a payment method (19%). 
Essentially, most consumers that are engaging with cryptocurrency are treating it as an asset, much 
like they would a security (e.g., a stock).

Based on this finding, we've concluded that most consumers that have bought cryptocurrency have 
never moved their coins outside of the exchange where they purchased them (e.g., Coinbase, 
Binance). This is problematic when considering the widely discussed role for cryptocurrency as a 
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medium of exchange in the Web3 economy. We see a variety of factors that have throttled the use 
of cryptocurrency for consumer-to-business payments, including:

 Usability problems associated with cryptocurrency wallets. Most cryptocurrency wallets are not 
intuitively designed for the average consumer. They also carry serious repercussions for 
mismanagement; for instance, if a user misplaces their private key or seed phrase, they're locked out 
of their wallet (and cryptocurrency) for good, without recourse. Consumer technology companies 
that are (e.g., PayPal) or could (e.g., Apple) move into this space may help target and address some 
of these usability shortcomings in the future.

 Chargebacks and disputes. If a problem arises with a cryptocurrency transaction (e.g., fraud, product 
or service issue), by design there is no central intermediary akin to Visa and Mastercard to manage 
the dispute process and enforce consumer protections. The lack of protections and a clear 
engagement model between transaction participants has likely contributed to some degree of 
consumer apprehension.

 Limited merchant acceptance. This is in part a result of a 'chicken or the egg problem' that often 
slows acceptance of new payment methods, but also due to the volatility and processing lag time 
associated with many cryptocurrencies. This challenge is being targeted by cryptocurrency gateways 
like RocketFuel and BitPay that absorb volatility risk and can settle in fiat currency. As we pointed out 
in our 2022 payments industry outlook, we do expect to see merchant acceptance of cryptocurrency 
increase this year, if for no other reason than the marketing and PR opportunities that it creates.

In some ways, the more things change, the more they stay the same. The usability, liability and 
acceptance challenges associated with cryptocurrency payments has, for now, created more 
opportunity than challenge for the card networks. Visa, for example, has established partnerships 
with 65 different cryptocurrency exchanges and vendors, which in turn issue Visa cards that allow 
their users to instantaneously draw on their cryptocurrency balance to make purchases at any 
merchant where Visa is accepted. Through this strategy, Visa enabled approximately $2.5bn in 
consumer-to-business transaction volume in Q4 2021.

Figure 2: Widespread Buying, But Few Cryptocurrency Users Are Selling It, Or Deploying It As a Payments 
Method

Source: 451 Research's Voice of the Connected User Landscape: Connected Customer, Disruptive Technologies 
Q1 2022
Q. Regarding cryptocurrencies, which of the following have you done? (Check all that apply)
Base: Bought, traded or received cryptocurrencies (n=330)

https://clients.451research.com/reports/103381
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Consistent with our findings that considerably more users have bought cryptocurrency than used it 
as a payment method, the common theme driving adoption is investment. More than one-third 
(36%) who trade cryptocurrency do so as a general investment to increase their wealth, 27% do so to 
diversify their investment portfolio, and 25% use it as a tool for retirement savings. As expected, Gen 
X cryptocurrency users were more likely to trade cryptocurrency to save for retirement (28%) as 
compared with Gen Z (18%), who are largely using cryptocurrency to expand their wealth (44%). 
Millennials were more likely to cite 'fear of missing out' than any other generation. The widespread 
emphasis from users on the investment use case sends a clear signal to brokerage firms that failing 
to support cryptocurrencies translates into a missed revenue opportunity.

Figure 3: Cryptocurrency Users Largely View It As An Investment

Source: 451 Research's Voice of the Connected User Landscape: Connected Customer, Disruptive Technologies 
Q1 2022
Q. Why do you participate in trading cryptocurrency? (Check all that apply)
Base: Bought, traded or received cryptocurrencies (n=330)

For nonusers, which was 80% of respondents, the three biggest cryptocurrency adoption inhibitors 
included a lack of understanding of the blockchain (32%), lack of investing in general (30%), and the 
overall complication of purchasing cryptocurrency (26%). At least two of these factors can be 
addressed via investments in education and usability by cryptocurrency exchanges and wallet 
providers. Coinbase's Coinbase Earn program, for instance, rewards users with free cryptocurrency 
for taking short educational tutorials and quizzes on various cryptocurrency-related topics.

Indicative of the future growth potential of the market, 1 in 10 nonusers reported that they plan to 
participate in cryptocurrency trading in the future, just not yet. Much of this latent opportunity 
exists with Gen Z (20% of Gen Z non-users plan to participate in the future), meaning ongoing efforts 
by cryptocurrency exchanges to convert younger consumers are likely to be well spent. Adoption 
inhibitors for Gen Z that outpaced the respondent average included inability to afford, 
environmental concerns, and lack of support from their bank.
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Figure 4: Education, Ease of Use Can Help Drive Further Adoption

Source: 451 Research's Voice of the Connected User Landscape: Connected Customer, Disruptive Technologies 
Q1 2022
Q. Why haven't you participated in trading cryptocurrency? (Check all that apply)
Base: Have not bought, traded or received cryptocurrencies (n=1,340)

While financial institutions have largely eschewed direct participation in cryptocurrency to date, our 
survey indicated several potentially lower risk entry points, including:

 Exchanging rewards and loyalty points for cryptocurrency. Card-issuing banks that offer cash-back 
rewards should consider allowing cardholders to exchange their rewards for cryptocurrency, as many 
already do today for other forms of virtual currency, such as airline miles. This could help issuers 
increase their appeal to Millennials, more than half (52%) of which indicated interest in this use case. 
Startups such as Bakkt are already moving in this direction.

 Receiving cryptocurrency in place of credit or debit card rewards points. Square, via its Cash Card, is 
an example of an issuer that already enables cardholders to earn cryptocurrency for making certain 
purchases (e.g., receive 5% cash back in Bitcoin for a restaurant transaction). Appetite for this use 
case was especially apparent among higher-income cardholders – 45% of respondents with an 
annual household income above $125,000 indicated interest.

 Linking debit cards to cryptocurrency balances. Most cryptocurrency exchanges issue cards that 
consumers can deploy to draw on their cryptocurrency balances for in-store and online purchases, 
much like they would using a debit card linked to their checking account. We see an opportunity for 
card issuers to partner with exchanges to link cardholders' cryptocurrency balances to their existing 
debit cards – 42% of Gen Z and 47% of Millennials expressed interest in this use case.

In the near term, we anticipate that most traditional financial institutions will continue to proceed 
cautiously around cryptocurrency, in large part due to regulatory ambiguity. However, the recent 
inroads made by trusted bank partners such as Visa and Mastercard (e.g., both networks have 
launched dedicated cryptocurrency advisory services) is an encouraging development that could 
help to catalyze activity.


